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Plunge deeper into The Shade withÂ A Vial of Life...Â The blue vial gifted by Arron may have

granted Ben a reprieve from the Elders, but what is to become of him now?What caused his

companion to betray him so viciously?What actually happened on Derek and Sofia&apos;s mission

with the dragons?Â Â Find out these answers and much, much more inÂ A Vial of Life...Buy

now!Â *BEWARE OF SPOILERS IN THE REVIEWS BELOW that are without spoilers alerts!*
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Our beloved Ben... as we continue his story, we find ourselves lost in a sea of disaster. We find out

more about this Julie character who has betrayed our young hero and has now unknowingly

unleashed chaos and violence into our story. As Ben tries to figure out and deal with his new

circumstances, The Shade is under attack by an unknown enemy... at least unknown to Derek and

Sofia. And the Jinn are fighting their own fates as well. Page after page, the chaos ensues and

becomes more intense as we reach the final chapters. Cruelty, Diabolical, vicious, unbelievable,

hate, insanity, fear... All things you will find in these pages. This is a MUST READ!



I was so anxious for this book to be released after that insane cliff hanger Bella left us with in Book

20. But I was COMPLETELY unprepared for Book 21. Bella went above and beyond her normal

â€œwild rideâ€• of a story line and amped it up a notch. There were so many great moments! This

book attempted to explain the â€œreasonâ€• behind the ignorance and betrayal of one character,

although I still despise her enough to want to reach through the book and wring her neck.

â€œWatchingâ€• (I know, itâ€™s READING, but with Bellaâ€™s book I feel like Iâ€™m watching . . . )

Ben deal with the choices he made in Book 20 was intense! New characters are introduced that

kind of made me scream, gag, and hold my breath all at once. And to top it off, Bella messed with

my head by offering up an option for one character that I had only been dreaming about since the

first few books! (I was excited I was bouncing up and down while I read.) And then BAM! She totally

slammed the door on my heart!! (Geez, I think she is trying to kill me sometimes.) This book was full

of intensity, longing, terror . . . it was totally intriguing. And it left me wondering if love really can

conquer death . . . but of course, Bella is making us wait for the answer to that question (she calls it

building the suspense . . . I call it evil). ï•Š

This book was much better than the last. Exciting and full of mysteries! I can't wait to start the next

one! I only wish there had been more interaction between Ben and River, hopefully I'll get it in the

next book. I will say that this feels more like Ben's sorry they Ben and River's story but it's still a

good read.

As with all of Bella's books, I was glued from beginning to end and couldn't wait for the next read!!!!

There are some typos but it was such a good read that I didn't care too much.When you think about

how fast she puts books out, a typo here and there is forgiven.

I'm on Book 25 right now - Once you start reading this series, you can't stop! This particular book -

there are more supernaturals added with each additional book, which makes the book more

compelling. Definitely a great read and you fall in love with these characters. Author did great job!!

I love how Bella has the talent to completely ensnare the reader and take them into the Shade, it is

literally almost as if I am there! Her books entrance me and before I know it I've reached the end

and am chomping at the bit for the next release. Well done Bella!

Love these books and all the characters. A nice love story with sexy left to your imagination. I



always read thru them too fast and have to wait for the new book to come out. I would recommend

these books to anyone who loves hot men and riding on the seat of your pants suspense.

I started with A Shade of Vampire with Sofia and Derek, Ben's parents and then with Rose and

Caleb's story and now with Ben and Penelope!! This series will sink their teeth into your brain and

never let go!! Get intoxicated with our dear vampires of the Shade, come become a shade-fan
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